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A new Canadian consumer profile is emerging

Our outlook for Canadian retail during the holiday is modestly upbeat.
Canadians’ economic optimism is rising slightly as the economy continues to
slowly improve. Most plan to spend as much as they did last year, which in
practice, usually means they’ll spend slightly more. As a result, we forecast a
2% to 2.5% rise in retail sales this holiday season – a welcome counterpoint
after mixed results to date. Last year, retail sales rose 1.4%, right in line
with our prediction of 1% to 2% sales growth. In the U.S., by comparison,
Deloitte predicts holiday sales will rise 4% to 4.5%.
However, this increase in Canadian retail sales will be shared among more and more players: online
retailers, the growing number of U.S. retailers with operations in Canada, and even brands selling directly
to consumers. With competition intensifying and consumer shopping habits changing, the business of retail
appears to be getting more challenging than ever. Some retailers may find the season to be somewhat
leaner than anticipated.
Canadian consumers’ shopping habits continue to change, even if they themselves don’t see it. More and
more shoppers are going online to compare prices, hunt for deals and make purchases. Smartphones have
become indispensable shopping tools – though few are actually using them to buy anything. And shipping
is the new competitive edge in a world where consumers start shopping long before the snow falls.
Retailers are actively responding to these challenges. Digital signage is adding excitement to the
shopping experience, and omnichannel offerings combining in-store, online, social and
mobile are starting to deliver the customer experiences that consumers demand.
Whether these innovations will spur consumers to spend more during the
2013 holiday season remains to be seen.

Economic outlook
Upbeat, slightly

Retailers may still long for the roaring economic recoveries of decades past – and the
free-spending consumers that fuelled them – but they can take heart that Canadian
consumers are feeling positive about our slowly growing economy.
This year, 83.4% of survey respondents said they believed

be rather unaffected by Canada’s cooling resource sector, a

the Canadian economy would remain stable or improve in

slower rate of growth in house prices, or record-high consumer

the coming year, up slightly from 80% last year. Younger

debt levels. Reasoning that Canada’s economy is about as

Canadians (18-29) are more upbeat: 86% believe the economy

good as it’s going to get, consumers are getting on with their

will remain the same or improve. Concerns over job security

normal, day-to-day lives.

have also changed little. Just over half of respondents (50.7%)
feel secure in their jobs, virtually identical to last year. Only

This tone of cautious optimism is reflected in Canadians’

4.8% feel their job is in jeopardy, up from 4.2% last year.

holiday spending plans. The majority of our survey respondents
(59.1%) intend to spend the same amount as last year – a

These figures suggest that Canadians have come to terms

conviction that grows with respondents’ incomes. That’s

with the ‘new normal’ of modest growth. Other, ‘macro-

relatively good news for retailers, especially because Canadians

level’ factors are likely helping Canadians’ mood. Employment

tend to spend a bit more each year no matter how much they

figures are rising, housing markets have avoided the drop many

promise to hold the line.

had feared and gas prices are flat. Consumers also appear to

Economic outlook for 2014
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 Improve significantly
2010

2011

2012

2013

Holiday spending plans compared to 2012

Timing of holiday shopping for 2013
0.1%

6.5%
2.2%

12.1%

16.9%

g Starting before Black Friday

34.5%

g Starting after Black Friday

8.8%
23.7%

59.0%

g Plan to spend the same amount

g In December, before December 16
g Last minute, after December 16

21.7%

g Plan to spend more

g Already started

g Boxing Day
14.4%

g In January
g Not holiday shopping

g Plan to spend less

Top 3 most important attributes of a retailer
I look for whoever has the lowest prices
It has a very large selection
It carries the brands I like most
Its loyalty program gives me rewards that I value
I can get exceptional service
It sends me offers and promotions that are personal
 2013

Provides a multi-channel shopping experience

 2012
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The new Canadian consumer
Shopping early, shopping online

Some things never change: Canadian consumers continue to prefer retailers that offer
the lowest prices, a large selection and the brands they like. What is changing, however,
is how Canadians shop – even if Canadians still don’t realize it. While more than half
of Canadians (52.8%) insist that they won’t change their shopping habits this year, the
truth is, they already have.
Getting an early start

Online, all the time

Shoppers no longer wait for the first snow to shop. Nearly

More and more Canadians are going online for their holiday

half (40.6%) of shoppers have already started – or plan to

shopping. More than one quarter of respondents (27.9%) say

do so soon, before Black Friday (November 29 this year). The

they prefer shopping online to going to the mall. This year,

time-honoured tradition of last-minute holiday shopping is

73.2% of respondents said they would use the web as part

increasingly a thing of the past: only 8.8% of respondents plan

of their holiday shopping – and 29.9% said they would use a

to do their shopping after December 16.

mobile device to do so.

It’s little surprise that Canadians are shopping earlier. Many

It’s not just store websites consumers are using, either.

retailers seek to get a jump on the season by promoting

Canadians are using blogs, social media and other online

holiday deals in October and early November – or even August,

shopping sites in an effort to find the right gift at the right

in the case of Costco. Signs of ‘holiday creep’ are everywhere,

price. They’re researching products and gift ideas, coordinating

from presales for loyal customers to the rise of Black Thursday

gift-giving with family members, comparing prices and

events. Retailers are pulling out all the stops to lure Canadians

searching for discounts and sales information. Notably,

to stores early, and busy customers are all too happy to oblige

Canadians earning more than $75,000 a year are more likely to

and avoid the holiday rush.

go online as part of their holiday shopping – and much more
likely to use the web to find the best price, discount or sale.
Online purchases make up a significant portion of consumers’
holiday spending: respondents expect to spend 18.9% of
their holiday budget online. As we saw last year, Canadians
in higher income brackets expect to complete an even larger
share (almost 25%) of their holiday purchases online.
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Crossing the border less and less

Equally surprising is the fact that the increase in personal

Are Canadians turning their back on cross-border shopping?

duty exemptions for Canadians – now $800 for a 48-hour

Our survey certainly suggests so. Nearly three-quarters (73.8%)

stay – hasn’t encouraged more Canadians to shop south of

of our survey respondents said they are unlikely to cross-border

the border. Nearly three out of four respondents (71.5%) said

shop this holiday season. It’s interesting to note that once

the exemption change had no impact on their cross-border

more, higher income Canadians (earning $75,000 or more) are

shopping habits.

more likely to cross the border for some of their shopping this
season.
Several factors could be driving Canadians’ falling interest in

Likelihood of cross-border shopping during the holiday season

cross-border shopping. Online shopping allows Canadians
to shop around the world without leaving their home. The

Very likely

Canadian dollar, once at near-parity with the U.S. dollar, has
since dropped in value. More outlet malls are opening on this
side of the border, and long lineups and security processes
make crossing over a much more time-consuming task than it
used to be.
Could it be that Canadians feel less compelled to cross-border

Somewhat likely

Not very likely

 2013

Not at all likely

 2012

shop because more U.S. retailers are moving into Canada?

0

Apparently not: 76.3% of respondents said that the arrival of

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Number of respondents

more American retailers has not reduced their cross-border
shopping.

Biggest reason for

Impact of U.S. retailers moving to

Impact of increased personal duty exemptions

cross-border shopping

Canada on cross-border shopping

on amount of cross-border shopping

10%
21%

14%
34%
45%

8%
76%

71%

10%
9%
2%
g Better pricing
g Better selection
g Fun experience
g Other
g I never cross-border shop

g Has reduced my cross-border
shopping in the U.S.
g Has somewhat reduced
my cross-border shopping

g Yes – somewhat
g Yes – drastically
g No

g Has not reduced my
cross-border shopping
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Still waiting
for the mobile revolution
Canadians may love their smartphones
– but it seems they’re skeptical about using
them for shopping. While almost one in four
(23.8%) would like to use their smartphone to
check prices while shopping, only 20.9% say
they’d use their smartphone more if it helped
them shop more efficiently. And a mere 14.1%
say they’d use their smartphone to pay for
goods, even if it would allow them to
avoid traditional checkouts.

What’s the hot item?
Retail sales are often given a
strong boost by the holiday season’s
latest must-have item, but this may not
be true this year. We appear to have reached a
saturation point on the hot items of the past few years
– widescreen TVs, smartphones, tablets and e-readers
have found their way into Canadian homes and are
less likely to drive sales this year. It remains to be seen
whether next-generation gaming consoles will give
retailers a welcome increase in sales: Will customers
be willing to buy these expensive new consoles,
especially when they’re being released
relatively late in November?

6
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Are Canadian retailers competitive?

Competition from new foreign entrants has forced Canadian retail to
become world class. We have been impressed by how Canadian retailers
are successfully responding to both customer demands and new players
in the market.
While recent mega-mergers such as the Loblaws – Shoppers

However, there is more to be done to improve the retail

Drug Mart and Sobeys – Safeway combinations may be

experience in Canada. Canadian online shopping offerings

whittling down the number of players in each retail segment,

remain hindered by narrow selection, a lack of competitive

they are creating retailers that have the size and scale to

pricing and high shipping costs. Improvements here could

compete with the U.S. giants making their way into Canada.

further boost retailers’ online fortunes.

Whether the market can support the number of department
stores planning to expand into Canada remains to be seen.

Canadian retailers are continuously building omnichannel
capabilities, largely driven by the demands of their frustrated

Last year, Canadian retailers were beginning to invest in digital

consumers. Omnichannel allows consumers to seamlessly

signage and other innovations in an effort to lure shoppers.

shop however they want – online, via mobile, or in-store.

It appears these investments are already having the desired

In particular, consumers are demanding ‘click and collect’,

effect: 19% of survey respondents feel digital signage adds

in-store returns of online purchases, real time inventory

to the shopping experience, and that rises to 27.4% of

updates, and the ability to source out-of-stock items. Canadian

respondents aged 18-29.

retailers must address these demands if they are to fully meet
the expectations of today’s consumer.

2013 Holiday retail outlook
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Consumers are changing how they shop

Online merchandise collection preference
Home delivery

In-store pickup

Community lockers

6%
28.5%

8.7%

27.9%
20.2%

26.3%
67.7%
71.1%
43.6%

g Very desirable

g Attractive

g Not interested

What percent of your holiday shopping will be spent:

Purposes of using blogs, social networks, store websites and online

in-store/online/mobile

shopping sites
Coordinate shopping
with friends/family
Share my own wish list or
products I'm interested in
Check with friends/
family on gifts they want

Total
Greater Toronto area
Greater Montreal area
Greater Vancouver area

Research gift ideas

Atlantic Canada

Greater Edmonton area

Research product reviews
or recommendations
Find discounts, coupons,
sale information

Greater Winnipeg area

Check prices

Greater Calgary area

0

20

40
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100

0%

10%

% of respondents
 In-store
 Online (desktop device)
 Online via mobile (e.g., smartphone, tablet)
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 2013
 2012

20%

30%

40%

50%

Excitement added to the store due

Consumers’ view on the increasing preference

Desire to use smartphone to check

to digital signage

to shop online rather than go to the mall

prices while shopping

3.8%
6.1%

7.8%
19.5%

15.2%

25.8%

31.7%

20.1%

17.7%

18.3%
21.2%

43.2%

g Strongly agree

g Agree

13.8%

25.0%

g Neutral/doesn’t apply

g Disagree

Customers would like to use smartphones

Increasing the use of the smartphones helps

to pay for goods and avoid the traditional

customers shop faster and more efficiently

30.8%

g Strongly disagree

cashier and checkout
4%

4%

10%
17%

32%
39%
29%

33%

14%

18%

Customers would be more willing to share

Customers are not offended by retailers

personal data with retailers in return for

analysing their shopping and purchase

preferential treatment or special offers

behaviours

5%
26%

7%
17%
21%

21%
21%

21%

g Strongly agree

27%

g Agree

34%

g Neutral/doesn’t apply

g Disagree

g Strongly disagree
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Regional perspectives

Greater Vancouver Area, British Columbia

Greater Toronto Area, Ontario

Our survey suggests that there is some pent-up consumer

Our survey shows that Toronto consumers are more positive

demand in BC that is ready to be released. BC consumers

about Canada’s economy improving next year (45.7%,

are rather more optimistic about Canada’s economic outlook

compared to 38.5% nationally). This somewhat bullish

than their peers nationally: 47.4% expect the economy to

sentiment may drive up holiday spending: 13.2% of Toronto

improve in the next year, compared to 38.5% nationally. BC

respondents said they plan to spend more this holiday season –

respondents are also more likely to plan to spend more than

double the national figure.

their peers in Montreal and Atlantic Canada – even though
they appear to be more concerned over their job security.

That’s good news for the region’s retailers, who may still be
waiting for Toronto consumers to start shopping. Almost half

BC consumers are more likely than those in Toronto and

(43.6%) of Toronto respondents plan to do their shopping

Montreal to have already started shopping (14.4% have

between Black Friday and mid-December.

done so); though a sizeable number (22.7%) plan to do their
shopping during the first half of December.

However, those expecting shoppers to flock to stores may need
to be wary of how deeply digital shopping has penetrated

BC consumers continue to go online for at least some of their

the Toronto consumer market. Toronto shoppers are far more

shopping. Nearly four out of five BC respondents (79.1%) said

likely to shop online than their counterparts elsewhere in the

they go to the web to compare prices – and they intend to

country. More than four out of five Toronto shoppers (83.8%)

spend 23.2% of their holiday budgets online, nearly on par

regularly compare prices on the web, and nearly half (49.6%)

with their Toronto counterparts.

do so on their mobile devices. What’s more, Toronto shoppers
expect to spend 25.2% of their holiday budget online. While

Interest in cross-border shopping is down again this year,

it’s virtually certain that the convenience of online shopping

consistent with the national trend: 45% of respondents

appeals to busy Toronto consumers, the speed with which

said they were at least somewhat likely to shop in the U.S.,

goods are delivered (since the GTA is home to many retailers’

compared to 54% last year. Interestingly, BC shoppers are more

distribution centres) is likely another driving factor.

likely than those in other regions to shop south of the border.
Price remains the primary motivator for these trips, suggesting

Toronto shoppers are also bucking the downward trend in

that the selection of goods closer to home has improved.

cross-border shopping. Nearly 38% of Toronto respondents
said they were likely to shop in the U.S. this season, compared

We were intrigued to see that BC consumers are less likely than

to 26.1% of shoppers nationally. While price remains the main

others across Canada to see price as a key factor in choosing a

driver for crossing the border, selection is another draw – and

retailer – and more likely to look favourably on those offering

Toronto respondents are more likely to view their shopping

valued loyalty program rewards. This suggests to us that in BC,

expeditions as a fun way to spend the day.

consumers are placing a premium on experience, rather than
price – and they’re ready to have some fun after years of being

Wider retail choices and a greater inclination to use online

cautious. It also indicates that retailers may do well to invest in

shopping tools may be making Toronto consumers more likely

encouraging and rewarding customer loyalty.

than others to see price as a key factor in their purchasing
decisions. Almost 62% of Toronto shoppers said they will buy
more on sale or special deals, significantly more than the 41%
of consumers nationally.
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Greater Montreal Area, Quebec

Atlantic Canada

Montrealers, like their fellow consumers across the country,

It could be a challenging season for the region’s retailers:

are feeling a little more upbeat about the economy and

41.2% of Atlantic Canada respondents said they plan to spend

relatively secure about their jobs. That uptick in optimism

less this holiday season, a notably higher percentage than in

won’t necessarily translate into added spending, as 59.3%

other regions. Consumers here aren’t especially pessimistic

expect to keep their holiday spending in line with last year.

about the economic outlook, but it appears that many plan to
keep things simple, frugal, and on budget, this season.

In contrast to shoppers in Atlantic Canada and elsewhere
across the country, Montrealers are less likely to start their

Atlantic Canadians are much more likely to have already

shopping early: Only 35.9% said they had started shopping

started their holiday shopping, as well: nearly one third

or plan to do so before Black Friday, compared to 40.6%

(32.2%) said they’d begun, well ahead of other regions. By

nationally. Black Friday, as an originally American phenomenon,

Black Friday, many shoppers are done. This means that retailers

doesn’t seem to have the same impact in Quebec as it now

in the region should have a sense of how their year will turn

does in other parts of Canada.

out earlier than their counterparts elsewhere in the country.

Online shopping appears to have less appeal for Montreal

Online shopping activity continues to lag compared to other

shoppers. Respondents only expect to do 16.7% of their

regions: 45.4% of Atlantic Canadians said they don’t shop

shopping online, slightly less than the national average and

online, and 42.2% said they don’t check prices online. That’s

much less than shoppers in Toronto. We expect that language

good news for mall operators, who have invested significant

may be one factor – the most popular sites are often in English

resources to upgrade their malls and improve the shopping

only, especially those outside Canada. But another issue may

experience. However, we won’t be surprised to see higher

be the time and cost of package delivery, which could be

than expected levels of online shopping this season, as Atlantic

acting as a disincentive.

Canadians shop for selected items that are easily shipped or
not readily available locally.

If there’s one sharp difference between Montreal shoppers
and others across the country, it’s their attitudes towards price.

With new retailers entering the market, and others blurring

Nearly 80% of Montreal respondents cite ‘lowest prices’ as a

traditional lines between retail segments (e.g., retailers moving

key attribute of a retailer – higher than the national average

into groceries), Atlantic Canadians are no longer sure where

(64.3%) and much higher than shoppers in other major

to find the best deals. At the moment, they’re sampling, trying

metropolitan areas. Clearly, Montreal consumers want style –

out each retailer to see who offers the best deals – and delivers

but they also want an excellent deal.

the best experience.

2013 Holiday retail outlook
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Respondent profiles

2013 Respondent age

2013 Annual household income
7%

9%

18%

20%
16%

16%

17%
25%

g 18-29

g 30-44

g 61-74

g 75+

52%

48%

19%

30%

23%

g 45-60

g Less than $30,000

g $30,000-$49,999

g $50,000-$74,999

g $75,000-$99,999

g $100,000-$149,999 g $150,000 or more
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2013 Gender distribution
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g Female

g Male
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